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Module 7 
 

 
 

1. At this point, do a self-assessment to evaluate how you’re doing, what you need 

help on, and what questions you have.  
 

 What have you written? 

 Do you need help with grammar?   

 Do you need more examples from the lives of successful people?   

 If you are writing a children’s book, do you have an illustrator?   

 If you are writing a novel, how is your work progressing?  

 Do you need help with your characters’ development, or with the plot 

progression?  

 

2. Do some research re: your style, grammar, phrases you should and shouldn’t 

use, spelling (computer spellchecker doesn’t catch words out of context, 

homonyms, or singular words that should be plural).  If you want to sell many 

books and be known as a competent writer you must take your writing seriously. 

Take the time and effort to do excellent work. Using correct grammar is critically 

important. There is a Punctuation List included in the materials Dr Fellingham sent 

you, and here are some additional tips: 

 

1. Invest in a good dictionary and a stylebook.   

An excellent stylebook is The Chicago Manual of Style.  A stylebook will show 

you how to use punctuation properly; the correct way to write plurals, possessives 

and titles; how to use quotations and dialogue, etc.  Any time you are unsure 

where to put a comma, how to use a dash, or when to capitalize a title, look it up. 

To purchase, go to an off-line or online bookstore, or “Google” this (and other 

stylebooks). 

 

2. Simplify your language.  Don’t use five words when one word will do. For  

example, instead of using “at this point in time,” say “now.” If a word is not  

essential, take it out. A short word will often have more impact than a long word. 
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3. Don’t assume everyone knows your industry jargon or is impressed by   

scientific words.  If there is an English equivalent, use it. 

 

4. Spell out symbols like %, and use either “percent” or “per cent” consistently. 

For numbers, it is common practice to spell out one to ten; use digits for 

anything over ten.  Be consistent. 

  

5. Check the spelling of titles, companies, and names.   

6. Regarding commas, dashes, quotation marks, apostrophes: when in doubt, 

look up the rules.  One of the most common mistakes is using the wrong form of 

“its/it’s.”  “Its” is possessive and means “something belongs to it.”  “It’s” means 

“it is.” 

 

7. Use language that engages the reader’s senses. How do things smell, feel,  

sound and taste? What do they look like, in detail?  For example, describe in 

detail the contours of your cat’s fur or your grandma’s hands. Use action words 

to show what’s happening. Get dramatic.  Practice by noticing things around 

you. 

  

8. Use the “seven times” rule of editing.  This means you will read your 

manuscript at least seven times.  Read it twice onscreen, making changes as you 

go. Print off a copy and you will notice smaller errors jumping off the page at 

you. Go through the electronic version again, inputting the changes from your 

hard copy. Then read it onscreen while inputting new changes. Glance over it 

once more before sending it to an editor. 

 

Don’t do all these steps in one day.  In fact, after the first two edits you should 

walk away from the manuscript for awhile. In one of the latter onscreen edits, 

read sentences aloud. This will help you catch errors, and give you a sense of how 

your writing flows. 

 

3. This is a good time to decide if you will self-publish your book, or do a book  

proposal and find a traditional publisher. To help you make that decision and 

determine which is best for you, I’ll offer the following facts and comparisons: 

 

    Traditional Publishing 

 

Publishers take care of all the production costs associated with turning a manuscript 

into a book. They arrange warehousing and distribution. They market the book to 

bookstores and publicize the book through the media. In return, they pay authors a 

royalty – a percentage of sales – but their sole purpose in producing books is to make 

a profit. 
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In order to do that, authors sign a contract that gives the publisher exclusive rights to 

the author’s book for a certain length of time. There is no doubt that you lose much 

control when you hand over your project to a traditional publisher. The publisher 

might like certain parts of the manuscript and tell the author to redo the rest. There is 

give-and-take in this process, however. 

 

There is less give-and-take when it comes to layout and design. Sometimes the 

publisher will allow input from the author, but more often publishers send a sample of 

the layout to the author as a courtesy only. 

 

Publicity and marketing are usually two different departments. Publicity refers to 

book reviews, feature articles and interviews. The publicist may help you mail out 

press kits and arrange book signings. Marketing is about advertising and direct 

mailings and such. 

 

If the author waits for the publisher to sell the book, it could hit the remainder table 

sooner than expected. It is wise for the author to set aside most of the advance money 

for promotional purposes. When a publisher is choosing which book to publish, the 

author with a detailed marketing and promotional plan rises to the top of the list. 

 

Self-Publishing 

 

Self-publishing means that you pay for all parts of your book production, printing, 

and distribution. You retain control of all aspects of your book, from marketing to the 

cover layout and content. You are also guaranteed it will be published.   

 

You can make just as much or more money, especially if your book targets a small, 

specific audience. If you know that audience and how to connect with it, you may 

wish to self-publish and implement your own targeted marketing plan because you’ll 

collect 100 percent of net sales proceeds. You also have the opportunity to discount 

for bulk or “back-of-the-room” sales. 

 

Going with a publisher is a slow process. You are working on their schedule, not 

yours so your particular timeline to release the book may dictate that you self-publish. 

 

4. Did you go online to www.GoDaddy.com and purchase a website address (URL) 

for your book?  

 

5. Build a website for your book. You can use WordPress to set up your first website 

all on your own (there are many FREE templates), or you can hire someone to create 

one for you. If you choose to hire out, I recommend looking at Fiverr.com. 

Oftentimes, you can get a simple website created for a VERY small fee. Just make 

sure you check their reviews!   
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6. Keep writing! 
 

 

 

 

 


